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PREFACE
In presenting this subject I am giving the results of an
investigation begun in the Fall of 1917. The portable tool is
a comparatively recent development and it cannot be said that it
has yet reached perfection. The Van Dorn Electric Tool Co., for
whom this work is being done is the recognized leader in the
electric tool industry and perhaps the only manufacturer of such
apparatus who designs and builds the motors used in the machines
manufactured.
I believe that the future of the portable electric tool lies
in development according to the following plan;
1. The universal tool for general purpose drilling to 5/8"
in steel to be operated from the lighting circuit and rated with-
in the 660 watt limit accordingly.
2. For drilling over 5/8" am reaming of all sizes, the DC
or polyphase AC tool. The DC motor would be of the series or
heavily compounded type and the AC motor of the inductive type
with high resistance rotor.
3. For portable grinders except tool post types for very
light work, the DC motor slightly compounded or polyphase AC
induction motor.
J
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1DESIGN OF
A UNIVrijRSAL PORTABLE ELECTRIC DRILL
CHAPTER 1
HISTORY
!• THE UNIVERSAL MOTOR
With the realization of the advantages of alternating
current distribution there began the development of motors
suitable for operation on such circuits. In certain classes
of sepvice the alternating current motor has been slow in
showing its superiority over the direct current motor. This
is particularly true Miere variaole and adjustable speeds
are required. The result is that certain parts of a com-
munity, usually the heart of our larger cities, will be
found to be supiDlied with direct current and the outlying
districts will be supplied with alternating current. I'ms
situation lead to the demand for an alternating current
motor with the characteristics' of the direct current series
motor and for a motor capable of operating on either supply.
It has been known ior many years that a direct current
series motor will operate on alternating current by virtue
of the fact that the reversals of the current are accompa-
nied by reversals of the field so that a continuous torque
in one direction is obtained. The motor now known as the
universal motor was developed from tne direct current series

2motor by incorporating- such featiares as are necessary to give
efficient operation on alternating current and approximately
the same performance on both kinds of current. The first
patents on such features were issued to Wm. Hochausen in
1893, A copy of this patent will be found in the appendix.
The important features of the Hochausen motor are the lami-
nated field and the relatively strong armature. One case
is cited with total field turns 95 and total armature turns
390 which would mean a relative strength in ampere turns
per pole of about 2 to 1.
In 1909 James B^rke applied for patents on a universal
motor which were granted in 1913. This patent has been
oitterly contested because he has attempted to collect
royalty from every manufacturer of a universal motor. Re-
cent suits have been decided against him on the ground that
some of his claims were covered by the Hochausen patent.
The claims which Burke seems to be entitled to are the use
of a distributed field winding and skewed armature slots
giving a shaded magnetic pole and permitting the brushes
to be displaced from neutral to the point giving the closest
approximation to equal performance on alternating and direct
current. This patent will also be found in the appendix.
These features are not essential in a good universal motor
and it is hard to see how brush displacement against rota-
tion can be classed as a nev/ discovery. He uses a dis-
placement of 50° to 68°, far more than that employed in
direct current motors, which probably means that infringe-
ment of this claim would rest on the angle of displacement
employed.
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The first portable drills incorporating the Tiniversal
motor were put on the market ten or twelve years ago.
2. MEGMICAL DEVELOPMENT
The mechanical development of the portable drill began
in the direct current tool. Fig. 1 shows a portable di-
rect current drill put on the market in 1909. This tool
served chiefly as a guide on how not to build a portable
drill and was superseded in 1910 by the design shown in
Fig, 2. The first universal tool of capacity was put
on the market in 1912. See Fig. 3. This machine was com-
pletely re-designed about a year later and has been manu-
factured with only detail changes up to the present time.
See Fig. 4. The motor of this machine is licensed under
the Burke patent
•
3. SWITCHES
There was no more troublesome problem in the develop-
ment of the portable drill than that of the switch. The
development of the switch may be traced in Figs. 5, 6, 7,
8 and 9. It is to be noted that the switches without quick
make and break were very quickly discarded. Notice that the
tool shown in Fig. 1 was equipped with a commercial snap
switch . It has been found that the knife contact even
though the break is quick is not satisfactory.
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CHAPTER II.
BASIC SEQUIREI^NTS.
1. POWSR AND SPEED.
The characteristics of the l/2 inch universal drill
have been based on the requirements of a l/2 inch carbon
steel drill in .20 to ,30 carbon steel with a feed pressure
sufficient to drill at the rate of at least 1-1/8 inches
per minute . The speed of the machine under load should be
between 300 and 400 RPM, which represents a maximum cutting
speed of about 50 feet per minute. On a conservative basis
of 1 HP per cubic inch of metal removed per minute the power
available at this speed should be about #22 HP.
2. IIECHANICAL FEATURES.
The drill may have a straight shank or a Fo . 1 Morse
taper. The 1/2 inch machine is usually equipped with a
chuck for straight shank drills, as this gives a tool of
greater all around usefullness, which is after all the
strongest argument for the universal electric drill. The
speed of the chuck being too low for direct connection to
a motor, the chuck spindle is driven through a train of
gears with a ratio of 15 or 20 to 1. A thrust bearing
must always be provided on the chuck spindle.
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The nature of the imchine demands that we obtain the maxi-
mum strength for a given weight of material. In the gearing
stub teeth and case hardened nickel steel have been adopted
in the best designs with such excellent results that gear
breakage is almost unknown. Aluminum is used when permissi-
ble, but it has been found to be bad practice to mount a ball
bearing in aluminum when the outer race is free to creep. In
such cases the aluminum should be bushed with steel.
The very high speed at which the motor runs demands the
very best of workmanship and liberal bearings to eliminate
trouble from vibration. Ball bearings have proven most satis-
factory on the high speed members, but where space prohibits
the use of a liberally rated ball bearing a plain bearing is
preferable on the slow speed elements.
3. ELECTRICAL STATURES
.
In order to reduce the weight oi the motor, and because
the universal motor inherently demands it, the armature speed
is very high. The high frequency vibration attendant to such
speed is the greatest enemy to long life in the universal
motor. They must be wound with very fine wire which shows a
tendency to crystallize at the leads behind the commutator,
^est results have been obtained with an armature with indi-
vidually taped coils placed in semi-open slots. Enameled
wire has not been found satisfactory. Space demands either
double silk or something similarly compact and efficient in
insulating properties.
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A special grade of high resistance brush has been develop-
ed for the universal motor, in fact the universal motor depends
a great deal upon this brusn for tolerable commutation. The
relative strength of armature and field and the brush displace-
ment which give desired performance on alternating current are
contrary to the relations required for perfect commatation.
The practice of undercutting tne commutator mica is condemned
by the experience of most manufacturers of portable tools.
Carbon and metallic dust collect between the bars, causing
shorts and burn-outs, A hard crush and the use of soft amber
mica insulation gives freedom from high mica and its attendant
troubles without resortirig to undercutting.
The switch ana cable connection must be given some con-
sideration, as they are a very annoying source of trouble on
many tools. The switch must be capable of breaking the circuit
under a current equal to the stalling amperes of the motor. The
safety codes in England require tuses on the machine. This
leads to the development of the fused terminal box as shown in
Chapter I. The cable must be re -placed occasionally, and it is
a great convenience if this can be done without disturbing any
soldered connections. The protective value of the fuses de-
pends upon xheir being oi proper capacity, and as the natural
tendency is to replace tnem with over-size fuses or copper
wire their use is being abandoned in this country,
4. ADAPTABILITY.
The portable tool is used in many places where tne diameter
of the motor would be a disadvantage if the spindle were cen-
trally located. This has lead to the almost universal adoption
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of the offset spindle . Sinoe the feed pressure necessary to
feed a 1/2 inch drill in metal is considerably more than a man
can exert, a mac nine of this size should have provision lor
the attachment of a feed screw in line with the spindle. This
is usually interchangeable v/ith a spade handle.
On a line through the centers oi the spindle and armature,
side handles should be provided, on one of which should be the
button or trigger of the switch. The so-called "dead handle"
on the spindle side should be detachable lor work in corners.
The competition of the air tool and general practice to-day
dictate that the 1/2 inch universal xool must weigh less than
26 pounds
.
5. ACCESS IB ILITY.
Any motor with a commutator and brushes requires occasional
inspection to clean the commutator and renew tiie brushes.
Brushes should be careiully sanded to fit the face of the commu-
tator, and this cannot be done unless they are accessible in
their normal position. This requirement condemns the practice
of mounting the brush holder in the top head of the machine.
It is also a great advantage to so construct the gear
housing and lower head that the gears and armature are quickly
accessible without removing keys or disturbing press fits. The
latter procedure may be the ruin of a machine in the hands of
an unskilled person, and at best a press fit is never perfect
after having been disturbed. The fan is usually of aluminum^
v/hich should not be assembled with a press fit for the above
reason.
—
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The points of lubrication should be few and readily accessi-
ble. Grease lubrication should be used, and two points of appli
cation can be accomplished with the proper design.
The reraovaole armature pinion is a great advantage in ac-
cessibility, as it permits the clamping oi the lower armature
bearing to the shaft in the simplest and most accessible manner.
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CHAPTER III
THEORY OF THE UlUVERSAL MOTOR
1. i'UlIIIAJIElTTAL THEORY
Ihe design of a direct current series motor would involve
the following fundamental considerations: i^irst, the design
of the ?rmature with the power requirements in mind. secondly,
the design of the field nBgnetic circuit to carry the flux re-
quired. Third, the determination of the air gap to give the
relation between field ^nd armature turns dictated by the con-
ditions for good cornnutation. The armature ampere turns per
pole are usually less than the field ampere turns per pole and
seldom exceed this figure in well designed machines.
When we desire to operate this machine on alternating cur-
rent we must reconsider these fundamental requirements in the
light of the new conditions imposed. Uur aim is to msiie the
performance on alternating current approximate the performance
on direct current. It is at once apparent that we must laminate
the magnetic circuit to prevent destructive heating from core
loss and that the re?^.ctance of the windings must be as low as
possible to give a tolerable power factor. The effect of the
reactive components may be studied in the vector diagram x^'ig. 10
2. THE FIELD.
in a given field winding the field produced by alternating
current is equal in effectiveness to that produced* by direct
current. The coimter e.m.f. generated in the armature will be:
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^ ~ x.^u-^essed e. m. f.
^ GOTHiter e. m. f.
i"^ = induced e. m. f. in field
induoed e. m, f. in armature
/ drop in field and armature
^ = current
angle of lag
'^^^ = flux
VECTOR DIAGRAM OF SERIES ALTERMT IIJG GimREJTT M050R
FIGUl^E 10.

^ = series turns on armature
N z= line!?
yi - r.p.m.
Un alternating current of the same effective value, or a maxi-
mum value of ti/z ^ the e.m.f. generated in the armature will
be: A/ ^^"^
'C kviax
The only reason for ma.king a distinction is th^t it is custom-
ary to use the maximum value of the flux in alternating current
calculations ; ^/VC^j^ gives the same effective value as repre-
sented by N on direct current.
One of the important considerations is the type of field;
whether to be built v/ith distributed or concentrated winding,
I'he counter e.m.f. and consequently the speed of the armature
is independent of the distribution of the field flux, only the
total number of lines need be considered and we are interested
in using the form of field winding which will give the lowest
reactance and consequently the highest pov/er factor. I'he ideal
extremes may be represented by ITig. 11, the com.pletely distribu-
ted winding and B^igure 12, the concentrated winding.
The flux distribution within the concentrated coil mil be
uniform ¥7hereas with the flat coil mnding the turns become
less and less effective as their span decreases with the result
that in order to obtain a total flux equal to th'?it of the con-
centrated field, the peak of the flux distribution and therefore
the turns surrounding the center of the pole must be double ths.t
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of the concentrated mnding.
I'he e.m.f. induced in the distributed winding will be the
sum of the e.m.f. 's in the individual turns which will vary
v/ith the amount of flux surrounded by the turn. In a turn of
span this e.m.f. will be proportional to — ?^
3^
u
To get the average e.m.f. per turn:
y L ^ Jo
Por the concentrated windirg the average e.m.f. per turn would
a.
We have shovra. that the turns required with the distributed
winding are twice those required v.d th the concentrated winding
from which we derive the conclusion thfit the induced e.m.f.
for the two types compare as follows:
^ induced in distributed winding — '3' ^
^ induced in concentrated winding:^ ^
^ ^. E distributed _ 1 otcz *Ratio — »
E concentrated

Oixr Gonclusion is, therefore, th-^'t a concentrated winding gives
the lowest reactance, the maximum advantage over the theoretical
5. i'HE ARl'MTURE
Having decided t'aus far in favor of the concentrated field
winding it behooves vts to consider the effect of the arrrpture
on the problem of field design. In order to get our field with
as few turns as practicable the air gap will be made as small
as mechanical considerations will permit. On good bearings this
may be as small as .010" although. .015" is the more common
figure for motors of the size ujider consideration. A weak field
and a small air gap are in direct current practice contrary to
the design standards far a good motor. The armature tends to
distort the fL eld by setting up a flux at right angles to the
main flux and on alternating current induces an e.m.f. in the
armature; in other words is responsible for the reactance of
the armature
case of a flat winding being 25%.

The path of the arraature flux is across the air gap and
the face of the pole substantially as indicated in i'ig. 13.
The self induced armature e.m.f. will be:
£^ =-/F 7r-2 • / . /vL, /O'^
The flux /Vw*xis determined by the reluctance of the path indi-
cated in i3~'ig. 13. The air gap is the principal reluctance end
in our case we are reducing this to a minimum to reduce field
reactance. It is therefore apparent that we are apt to lose
all we gain unless the reluctance of this path can be increased
or the flux eliminated by the use of a compensating field winding.
The latter system is not justified in a small motor when there
is a much simpler method of obtainiig satisfactory conditions.
The splitting of the pole as in i'ig. 14, v/ill cut this flux
practically in half.
The e.m.f. induced in the field winding will be:
EL^ - iT^ ' f - A/^,^ '/o~^
-^f = lie Id turns
/ = frequency
/VtH<»x- flux per pole passing thru arm.
In order that the motor may have a good power factor and some-
thing like equal performance on AG and -DC the sum of and
must be small as compared with the e.m.f. in phase with the
current. Tangent = ^2-
^
iiee j'ig. 10.
i.'o combine &a.and £^ we may substitute two constants:
Let C, represent the ratio of the reluctance of the armature
magnetic circuit to that of the field magnetic circuit. Let
represent the ratio of armature turns to field turns. Then
combining the tv/o expressions fo r E<x and El^we obtain:

The tangent of the angle ^ must he a minimum to meet the re-
quirements of a good motor.
rotyi O ~
B'rom this expression we deduce the following limitations:
i!''irst, the speed must he high in comparison v/i th the frequency:
in other words the normal speed should hear the greatest possi-
ble ratio to the synchronous speed. secondly, the quotient
C, C;2
-
-
— must he reduced to a minimum which demands the highest
possible reluctance in the path of the armature flux and the
greatest possible ratio between armature .^nd field turns.
4 . GOICILFTAI'IOU
As stated by iJurke in his patent, the point of commatat ion
has an important bearing on the performance of the universal
motor. However, in a salient pole motor the angle of dis-
placement v/i 11 not be as great as 50 to 58 degrees. This
di SDlacement has the effect of reducing the armature reaction
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by neutralizing the component of the armature flux in line with
the main flux. It is possible to obtain as good commutation
with the design of field I have outlined as can be obtained
with the Burke motor. The results of the design hereafter des-
cribed prove this point for machines not exceeding this one in
capacity.
The problems in commatation may all be reduced to considera-
tion of the limits set by commercial carbon brushes. There is
a definite limit to the e.m,f, that can be short circuited
v/ithout getting a short circuit current sufficient to arc and
burn the brush and the commutator . It is apparent that the
resistance of the brush and contact in the path of the short
circuit e.m.f. is the limit imposed. Increasing the resistance
of the brush cannot be resorted to without caution for the
capacity of the brush must be sufficient to handle the load
current without heating. Some progress is being made with
brushes having a tangential resistance far in excess of the
radial resistance.
The short circuit e,m,f. on direct current is produced
by the rotation of the short circuited coil in the tield at
the point of commutation. On alternating current a second
e.m,f. is produced in the shorted coil by the alternations
of the field. This e,m,f, is usually far greater than the
e,m.f. of rotation and, of course, 90° off in phase relation.
The e.m.f. of rotation can be neutralized by a series coramu-
tating pole. The use of the neutralizing winding on alterna-
ting current series motors has been found of some value in
large machines but the complication and cost are prohibitive
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in a very small machine. This winding must be equal to the
armature winding and adds oonsiderably to the field reactance.
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CHAPTER IV
MOTOR DESIGN
1. UALCULATIONS
With the requirements given in Chapter II as a basis we should
design with tne aim of getting a liberal amount of power in excess
of the minimum .22 HP. The more v/e can obtain m a machine of
about the same weight as prevailing models the more will be the
advantage over competitors. It would be well to analyze the
fundamental dimensions of some prevailing models.
Case I. Duntiey u^^iversai Drill, Tjrpe IBSS, Spec. A-4208
^ 1 386 Motor manufactured by Burke ii^lectric Go.
Diameter of armature, 2-1/16"
Length or armature , 2"
Number of slots
, 11
Case II.
"i"" Van Dorn Universal, licensed under the Burke
patent. Code E-.400, Tsrpe DAI.
Diameter of armature, 2i:"
Length of armature , 2-1/16"
Number of slots
, 15
Practical considerations dictate the use of the same armature
punching now being used in the motor described in uase il. Both
the above motors have distributed field windings 12 and 16 slots
respectively. Figure 15 gives the design of the armature punching
to be used. The slots are very nearly open to permit winding with
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completely taped coils. The capacity of these slots has "been
found to be as follows with slot insulation two thicknesses of
•007" fish paper and coils taped with .0025" silk tape half
lapped; wire to he double silk or treated single cotton covered.
No. 25
j;jo . 24
iio. 23
No. 22
No. 21
No. 20
Ninety percent of the demand for universal motors is for
use on 110 volts hut we must consider the demand for 220 volt
machines in deciding the number of commutator segments and
coils. The minimum number of segments for this armature would
be 16 but on 220 volts the voltage between segments would be
too high. The use of double coils and SO segments will give
about 15 volts between segments which is safe practice.
The universal motor is intended for operation from the
ordinary lighting circuit and the rated capacity of the fittings
on such circuits is 660 watts. This is, therefore, the logical
limit to the capacity of such motors. This limit is very ample
for half inch drilling with a portaole tool; in fact 5/8" work
can be done within this limit with a machine of reasonable ef-
ficiency. A rating of 5o0 watts will be assumed. On 110 volts
an armature conductor of No. 24 wire should give a cool running
machine; circular mils per ampere = 404 7 2.5 = 161. The de-
signer of large motors would consider such a current density
Wires per slot 60
It n It 4Q
n It ii 38
It n It
It n It
It It It Q^g



H'IGURE 17
entirely too high but experience
with this tsrpe or machine equipped
with their very efficient ventila-
tion proves this to he a conserva-
tive ligure.
uur armature will, therefore,
be wound with SO coils, each coil
consisting of 12 turns of No. 24
wire. The coils will he wound
and taped in pairs giving 15
douhle coils end 48 wires per
slot. The connection to the commutator v;ill he as shown in
^'igure 16.
The limit to the speed of the armature is apt to be the
commutator peripheral speed. Practical considerations make it
difficult to build a 30 segment commutator of diameter smaller
than that shown in Figure 17.
The insulation between bars and the width of segments shown
cannot be materially reduced without danger from shorts and
overheating. Regardless of the limits set by designers of
large machines the peripheral speed of the commutators on this
class of motor may be as nigh as 5500 feet per minute when the
motor is running idle. On this basis the speed of this machine
at rated load would be about 5500 RPM, with a gear ratio of
about 16 to 1 required to give S50 RPM at the chuck.
The field may now be designed
• 90 volts estimated
SO X 12
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N r 5500
N
' 90 X 180 X 10 - 148.000
This will be a two pole motor. The laminations will be punched
from Ho. 27 U.S. gauge sheet steel v/ith permeability as indicated
in Figure 18.
Pole are = 1^^^°
Teeth per pole = 6
idth 6 teeth = C
^ ^
'ib^
-'288^6 = .72"
Core depth = .975 - .144 - .252 = .58"
induction in teeth - 110,000 Maximum
Induction in core = 90,000 lines per sq, in,
Space factor for core iron - .9
Length core = 148 ,U0Q r 2-1/16"
110,000 X .72 X .9
Leakage coefficient " 1.2 estimated
Lines in yoke = 148.000 x 1.2 = 178.000
Induction in field yoke = 110, uuO Maximum
Minimum thickness yoke - 178, UOO
110,000 X .9x2x206" .4i56'
On the basis of these figures the field lamination is designed
as shown in Figure 15. The large air gap in the center of the
pole serves to interrupt the path of the armature flux and reduce
the reaction and self induction as discussed in Chapter III.
Calculation of field turns:
(3 = Effective air gap z Of >^ t ~ ^ ^s.
(Coefficient to allow for increased reluctance
of air gap due to opening of armature slots.
See Figure 19.)

U. or I. 8. S. FORM 3
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2.25 TT
r = ~~ = .471"
15
i?s= .141" Q> = ,015 - 9.4
.471
.016 X
/
or-
.471 - .81 X .141
.015 X 1.32 = .0198"
Area air gap = 2.065 x 2.31 = 4.77 sq. inches.
148,000 X .0198
A. T. air gap = .313 x = 19E
4.77
A.T. iron caleulated on the basis of induction c-urve > igure 18
and 2-1/16" of laminations designed as shown in Figure 15 = 200.
The total ampere turns will therefore be about 400 which at five
amperes means 80 turns on each field coil. Ho. 21 D.C.G. wire
will be used.
The mean turn of the armature coils will be 10.25" long
which will give an armature resistance of
30 X 12 X 10.25 X .0257
1.98 ohms at 25°C.
4 X 12
The field resistance may be calculated in a similar manner. The
field coil will be wound on a rectangular form with a center
block 2-1/8" X 7^" and will be placed on the field core by-
crossing it like a figure eight, and folding it back on itself.
The mean turn will be 20.25" and the resistance per coil:
40 X 20.25 X .0128
=
.76 ohms at 25° C.
12
The total resistance of the machine will be 1.98'- 1.52 = 3.5
ohms at 25° C.
, and at 65° G. , it will be about 4 ohms. We
assumed a resistance drop of 20 volts at 5 amperes which is
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here shown to be about correct. There will be an additional drop
of about 2 volts in the brush contacts.
2. BRUSH HOLDER AND BRUSHES
The brushes must have a rather high resistance. At rated
amperes we can assume a density of 40 amperes per square inch
which gives a brush section of l/8 square inch. Making the thici^-
ness of the brush i:" to span 2 commutator bars we arrive at a
width of The brush holder should hold the brush at an angle
of about 5° against rotation to prevent any tendency to chatter
and in this class of service the brush pressure should be about
four pounds per square inch.
3. -^HE SWITCH
The switch shown in Figure 8 was simplified by omitting the
operating rod and substituting a one piece switch case and handle.
Figure 9. This improved construction has given a more rugged
switch and hpndle at reduced cost. It may seem that this switch
is quite expensive to build but experience has sho?m that to
break the circuit under the maximum current drawn by the motor
nothing but a large wiping contact with very snappy action will
give reasonable life. This design agrees with the principles
of construction found necessary in circuit breakers. The fuse
box will be omitted in the nev; design. Figure 20.
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CHAPTER Y
MBGHAiriCAL DESIGEET
1. MOTOR KOUSIIIG, MIIDLES , ::TG.
The motor housing v/ill ho m -de of aluminum and so constructed
as to carry the brush holder. The air holes will he drilled op-
posite the fan and hack of the brush holder. This prevents any
dust carried by the forced draft from passing over the com.nutator.
A liberal boss will be provided opposite the switch for screwing
in the dead handle.
The top head ¥/ill be of oluminura bushed with steel in the
bearing hous iag and designed to take either a spade handle or
feed screv; in line v/ith the center of the chuck.
The end plate or piece between the motor housing and lower
head will be made of cast iron to give a more permanent seat for
the lov/er armature bearing; the weight of this piece does not
justify the use of aluminum with a steel bearing bushing.
The lower head will be of aluminum and will be provided with
three ears for the screws v/hich pass through the end plate to the
mote r housing. A dowel pin serves to maintain alignment between
the lower head and end plate bearings for the compound gear shaft.
2. GMRING.
The armature pinion will be screv/ed into the end of the arma-
ture shaft vn. th a body fit for alignment, ¥ot this work the stub
tooth with 20 degree angle of obliquity is without question the
proper design. According to the ii^ellows system the pitch of such

gears would "be specified as 10/l2 pitch, etc. The thickness of
this tooth v/ill be the s-^me as for the standard 14-^-^ tooth of
10 pitch and the addendum, clearance, depth of space and ?7hole
depth of tooth will he the same as for the standard 14-|-*-' tooth of
12 pitch. With such design we can ohtain a very strong and smooth
running pinion with 12 teeth, a great advantage in obtaining a
large ratio betv/een gear and pinion.
The gear problem in this machine is in a large part one of
choosing the proper material and treatment after laying out the
gear according to stiructural requirements. Workmanship is another
important item.
The total ratio of 16 to 1 required must be divided between
the armature pinion and conpound gear and the compound pinion and
spindle gear; about 4 to 1 fo r each r^tio. It is desirpble to
keep the outline of the lower head within the diameter of the
motor housing for several reasons. A layout shows that 43 teeth
of 24/26 pitch meshing with the armature pinion and 54 teeth
of 20/22 pitch on the spindle ger.x meshing with a compound pinion
of 12 teeth will meet this requirement ani give us a ratio of 16
to 1. The material and treatment required to carry the load with
these gears can be determined by calculation of the stress obtained
after assuming the face desirable from the standpoint of space and
other structural requirements. See i^igure 20.
Assuming a normal load of .4 HP at 5500 RPM on the armature
pinion the working stress in the pinion and compound gear v/ill be
as follows:
V/ _ HP X 33000
s - and w
p f y V
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w - Load transmitted in poimds.
p r GirGula.r pitch
f - ii'aoe
y - i'actoi- for different number and forns
of teeth. See hn.nd books.
s - Safe working stress of material.
V = Velocity in feet per minute.
V = .0417 X 5500 - 721
w = .4 X 33000 s 18,3 lbs.
721
18.3
s = 4780 Dinion
.1309 X .375 X .078
18
.3
= 2960 gear
.1309 X .375 X .1E6
At a speed of 721 feet per minute these stresses ^re v/ell within
the safe limits for mild steel but the pinion v>fould be the fiist
to fail.
Repeating this calculation for the compound pinion and
spindle gear:
5500
V - .05~Tr X
3.58
.4 X 33000
w = = 54.5 lbs.
242
54.5
s - - 7920 pinion
.157 X .5625 X .078
s - 54.5
- 4630 gear
.157 X .5625 X .132
i'hese stresses ^re ?,lso srfe for mild steel but in the pinion
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is very close to the iisiis,! limit. It hes been found advisable
to use 3-|/o nickel .19 ci.rbon steel for both armature snd com-
pound pinions. These parts would be case hardened l/64" deep
to test about 80 in the scleroscope. Nickel steel will show
a more uniform case '-^nd considerably greater strength than carbon
steel similarly treated. The compound and spindle gears do not
require the tough core, for strength but case hardening v;ill in-
crease their wearing qualities. A .19 carbon steel should be
used for these parts.
3. BEAEINGS
In Figure 20 it will be seen that ball bearings have been
used on the armature shaft. The inner race of the lower bearing
is clamped by the armature pinion v/hich screws into the shaft.
The inner race of the upper bearing is clamped with a screw and
washer in the end of the shaft. The dimensions and capacities
of these bearings are as follows:
Upper Armature Bearing
No. 300
Outside diameter, 35 m m
Bore , 10 m m
Width, 11 m m
Balls
,
9 inch
Radial load capacity, 100 pounds,
at 2000 RPM - the maximum
speed at which this bearing
is rated by manufacturer.
.
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Lower Armature Bearing
No. 301
Outside diameter, 37 m m
Bore
,
12 m m
Width, 12 m m
Balls, 10 i inch
Radial load capacity, 110 pounds
at 2000 RPM - the maximum
speed at v;hich this bearing
is rated by the manufacturer
The radial load on these bearings is not over 20^ of the rated
capacity at normal load but experience has taught that the speed
at which they operate in this type of machine necessitates a very
generous factor of safety.
The bearings on the compound shaft and spindle are of the
plain bronze type. The bearing loads throughout the machine can
be analyzed as in Figure 21.
»
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The bearing loads are as follows:
Upper -^^fmature Bearing, 1 lb.
Lower -'^rmature Bearing, 22.6 lbs.
Upper Compound Bearing, 54.7 lbs.
Lower Corapounn Bearing, 38.2 lbs.
Spindle Bearing, 350 lbs.
The rubbing areas, pressures and rubbing velocities are as
follows;
Upper Compound Bearing, 7/l6" x 11/16" long.
Projected area, .3 aq. in.
Pressure, 86.5 lbs. per gq, i^i^
Rubbing velocity, 176 ft. per min.
Lower Compound Bearing, 7/l6" x 1" long.
Projected area, .438 sq. in.
Pressure, 87 lbs. per sq. in.
Rubbing velocity, 176 ft. per min.
Spindle Bearing 15/16" x 2-1/8" long.
Projected area, 2 sq, in.
Pressure, 175 lbs. per sq. in.
Rubbing velocity, 85 ft. per rain.
It will be noticed that with grease lubrication these bearing
pressures are very liberal. Experience has shown that it pays
well to be liberal in this respect. The use of smaller bearings
would shorten the life of the tool with practically no reduction
in cost.
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The thrust bearing ia mounted in the spindle gear in a
manner to transmit the load to the end plate. The extent of
this thrust pressure is usually not appreciated. To emphasize
the inportanoe of the thrust bearing the tool herein described
was operated in a drill stand with a feed pressure almost great
enough to stall the motor with a ^ inch drill.
Volts Amperes V/atts RPM Drill Feed Pressure
102 8.5 600 50 890 lbs.
It is therefore desirable that the thrust bearing should have
a capacity sufficient to eliminate the danger of failure under
such abuse. The normal load vail be less than half this figure
at about 350 RPM. A special thrust bearing with % inch balls is
being used which meets these requirements.
4. CHUCKS km SOCKETS.
T'wist drills are built with straight shanks and with Morse
taper shanks. This machine could be equipped with a chuck for
use with straight shank drills or v;ith a No. 1 Mp^se taper
socket for taper shank drills. The chuck is the preferred equip-
ment. The three jaw chuck shown in Figure 20 has some advantages
but there is some doubt as to whether it holds as well as the
two jaw chuck. A superficial test was made to ascertain the
holding power of three different half inch chucks and the figure
are given for what they are worth, not as a conclusive comparison
Almond three jaw slipped at 30 lbs. feet torque
Standard -g-" two jaw slipped at 40 lbs. feet torque
Marvin & Gasler twin screw two jaw slipped at 64 lbs feet torque.
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The method of attaching the chuck to the spindle of the
machine has not been standardized but it is highly desirable
that such action be taken as soon as possible. The threaded
chuck is most commonly used but has the disadvantage that it is
difficult to get a true running chuck with present designs. Each
maker has thousands of tools out and probably will not change
until a standard is approved by all the portable tool manu-
facturers .
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CHAPTER VI
TESTS
1. MOTOR PERFORLIANGE
The motor v/as designed with an estimated brush displacement
of 25° which was verified "by test. V/ith the brushes on neutral
the performance on 60 cycles and D.^. v/as as shown in 5'ig-
ure 22. The perfoimance on alternating current is much inferior
to that on direct current. The test was repeated with brushes
displaced 15^, 30°, 45° and 60°, V/ith the exception of commu-
tation each step up to about 35° improved the characteristics
on alternating current. A sparking developed as the displace-
ment was increased but at 30° and less the spark disappeared
under load. At 25° displacement the commutation is quite satis-
factory at all loads, i'igure 27 gives the performance at 5
amperes as a fitnction of the brush displacement and i^'igure 28
gives the performance of the motor as finally approved.
The alternating current watts have been shown on these per-
formance charts. iVom iJ'igure 28 we observe that the power
factor varies from practically lOO/o at no load to 90/0 at 5
amperes and 827^ at 7 amperes, which leaves very little to be
desired.
2. HEATIIG AlTD BRUSH 7/EAR.
i'igure 29 gives the heating characteristics of the motor at
rated amperes on alternating current. Ordinarily a 30 minute
55 ^. rating is considered ample for portable drill and reamer
motors. The brushes ox a universal motor usually have a much
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shorter life than ordinarily expected in direct current motor
practice. This is due to the quality of brush, the high speed
and the inevitable presence of some arcing under the brush.
Under the worst conditions, :hat is when running 7/ithout load,
tests have shorn the bmish wear on this and similar machines to
be as high as .00£" to .0025" per hour.
3.. DRILLING PERJ^OiMANGE.
A series of drilling tests in 20 to 30 carbon steel produced
results as follows:
Size of drill . Depth of hole 1^"
.
i'rial Current iimps
.
Watts. iieconds KPM
i'eed
Pressure
Inches
per min.
1 AC 4.3 410 68 380 247 1.32
S AQ 5.3 455 60 300 364 1.5
AG 6.4 510 65 230 481 1.38
4 DG 4.9 540 55 360 564 1.64
5 DC 5.8 638 41 315 481 2.2
Of course a tool of this i5:ind vail not always be used to drill
holes in steel. When smaller drills are used the machine will
automatically operate at a higher speed and the rate of drilling
will be soraev/hat greater although the load on the machine will be
below normal. I'his tool will save a great deal of time in wood
boring, i'he capacity in such work depends upon the kind of wood
and the depth of hole, i^r holes not exceeding 4|-" in depth this
machine will drive a 1" wood bit in poplar, spruce, white pihe,
cedar, white-wood, red-wood and mahogany; a wood bit in ash,
beech, birch, cherry, chestnut, hemlock, soft maple, oak and

southern pine; and a machine bit in ebony, elm, elder, hickory,
hard maple, lignum vitae, walnut, briar, apple and box. n'or very
deep holes the ship auger is used and the size of drill should
not exceed and for the tv70 softer groups of wood mentioned
above.
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GONGLUSlOU
1. COMPARATIVE PERFORMSCE
It is interesting to compare the performance of the new
machine with t^ at of the one it is to supersede. Figure 30 should
be coupared with Figure 28 bearing in mind the fact that the arma-
ture size and speed are the same in both machines. The data on
the old motor is given at the beginning of Chapter IV, Case II.
The increase in power available on alternating current from .26
to .37 JlP maximum must be attributed to the superiority of the
new design. The na,'/ tool weighs the seme as the old one, 20f-
pounds. All perfoimance data on alternating current is made on
the basis of 60 cycles frequency which is the highest frequency
for which the tool is recommended. On lower frequencies the al-
terna-ting current perfoimance would, of course, approach more
closely the direct current perfoimance.
2. PATEIIT STATUS
The patent status of this motor is very important in viev/ of
the present litigation over the Burke patent. The use of the
divided pole to intdrjduce a reluctance into the path of the arma-
ture flux has been knovm for sane time. This feature is conceded
by patent attorneys to be covered by Kudolf i^iickemeyer ' s patent
i^o. 664733 which expired in 1917. Thus far Jiurke has had no
success in collecting damages from manufacturers of the salient
pole ty-pe of universal motor but pmding court settlement an
analysis of the patent and a conclusion bared thereon is our only
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means of giving the patent status of the motor described.
An analysis of the ten claims of the -i^urke patent shows that
there are seven features appearing v/ith slight variations in ten
combinations
.
CLfilM I. in a commutator type of electric motor, the combination
of (aj A TOUl'HSD STATOR xiAVIi^U A //lL^lj3IlJ(:r PRUDUGIMQ DI^THIBUTED
jeOLj^S. (bj .VI.11 IM'EKVi!;iailU TEETH 02' lEUTRAL POLAHITl and (c) Ali
ARIvIriTUiiE connected in series v/ith the winding of the stator and
HAVIlJi; A MUCH GREATEH I^IUMhEH OF TUKlJo, (d) THE AHI.IATURE y/IiroilTG
BEING INGLIIJED TO THE '^RI^ATUHE AXIS, a commutator rmdi (ej BRUSiH^S
DISPLACED A L.^RGE A^IOUUT BACK OF TuE NEUTRAL POSITION TO A POIirT
;YHERE the SPEED CURVES UNDER APPLIED ALTERNATING OR DI?J£CT CUR-
RENT THE SAI^ VOLTAGE APPROACH COINCIDENCE, v/hereby the motor
ay be operated efficiently under alternating or direct current
of the same voltage.
CLAIM 2. In an electric motor for altematirig or direct current,
the combination of (si A TOOTHED STATOR HAVING A vV'lHDING PRODUC'-^^
ING DISTRIBUTED POLES (b) V/ITH INTERVENING NEUTRAL PCvLE TEETH,
an armature, (f) THE APJ'IATURE Am STATOR SLOTS HAVING AN INCOM-
jyiElJSURABLE RELATlUl^ , a commutator, and Igj BRUSHES BRIDGING LiURii.
THAN ONE COmuTATOR BAR, [e) SAID BRUSHES BEING DISPLACED A LZ-RGE
AMUUirT BACK OE THE NEUTRAL POSITIUN TO A POiUT v/HERii THE SPEED
CURVEii Ui^DER APPLIED AlTERi^ATlI^Hi OR DiilEUl' OUitRilJ;\IT UE SAME
VOL'ijiGE APPROACH COINCIDENCE for securing approximately the same
speed and torque under said alternating or direct current.
CLAIM 3. In an electric motor, the combination of a stationary
field magnet having randings, an armature carrying a vanding, a
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commutator, the field and armature being oonneoted in series
relation, (b) THE nEL'D POIES HAVIIIG IlITSR^TEiraG POLE TEETH OF
LQY MAGHETIZITION, and (c) BRUSHES DISPLACED BACK OF THE ^TEUTP^'lL
POSITIOII TO A POII)IT WHERE THE SPEED CURVES UHDER APPLIED ALTERIJA-
TIHG OR DIRECT GURREHT OF TEE SAlffi VOLTAGE APPROACH COIHCIDEHCE,
whereby approximately the same torque and speed are maintained
under either of said currents.
CLADvf 4. In an electric motor, the combination of (a) A STATOR
K.'WING DISTRIBUTED VYINDIHGS , a commutator, a series wound (d)
ARI^TUPJi: HAVIIIG TEE CONDUCTORS IITGLINED V/ITH RESPECT TO TEE ARIvIA-
TURE AXIS, (c) THE lJUMBER OF ARIvLATURE TURHS BEING LARGELY IN
EXCESS OF THE NUJIBER OF STATOR TURNS, (f) THE FIELD SLOTS BEING
INCOlvaiENSURABLE WITH THE ARIATURE SLOTS, and (e) BRUSHES LOCATED
BACK OF THE NEUTRAL POSITION BY AN AMOUITT DETERIJINED BY APPROXI-
MATE COINCIDENCE OF THE SPEED CURVES UNDER AL TEPJ:TATING OR DIRECT
CURRENT OF THE SAlvEE VOLTAGE thereby approximately trie same speed
and torque are maintained v/ith either current.
CLAIM 5. In an alternating current motor, the combination of (a)
A STATOR HAVING DISTRIBUTED V/INDINGS a toothed arimture having its
v/indings connected in series v/ith the stPtor winding, a commutator
(c) THE NUI^IBER OF ARI\iATURE TURj^IS BEING LARGELY IN EXCESS OF 3T/.T0R
TURl^S, and (g) T'#0 BRUSHES EACH BRIDGING MORE TliAN ONE COm-IUTATOR
BAR (e) ADJUSTED TO A LINE OF COM?.IUTATION y^HERE THE SPEED CURVES
UNDER ALTERNATING OR DIRECT CURRENT OF THE SAME VOLTAGE APPROACH
COINCIDENCE, v/hereby approximately the same speed and torque are
maintained under either current.
CLAIM 6. A combined alternating rnd direct current motor, (a)
VIDED WITH DISTRIBUTED WINDINGS to produce cooperative poles in
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the U^io mem-bers, (b) THE FIELD POLES HAVING IITTSRVEMIJ?- POLAR PRO-
JEGTIOITS OF LOW MAGlIETIZATIOl
,
(e) SAID MOTOR HAVMG ITS' BRUSHES
LOCATED AT A POINT REAHV/ARD OF THE FEUTRiiL POINT FOR DIRECT GUR-
REIJT BY AN AMOUNT DETEmilNED BY APPROXIMATE GOINCIDELICS OF THE
SPEED CURVES UNDER T.HS SAME .^.LTERITATING or DIRECT GUPJIENT VOLTAGE
applied to tne motor terminals.
CLAIM 7. A combined alternating and direct current motor, provi-
ded with a winding on each of its two members, (c) THE INTERIOR
WINDING 'HAVING A LARGE NUMBER OF TURNS RELATIVELY TO THE EXTERIOR
WINDING, a commutator provided with ( e) BRUSHES SET IN A POSITION
WHERE THE SPEED CURVES UNDER A DEFINITE ALTERNATING AND DIRECT
CURRENT VOLTAGE applied to tne motor terminals ARE IN APPROXIMTE
COINCIDENCE.
CLAIM 8. A combined alternating and direct current motor, provi-
ded with a commutator and windings to produce cooperative poles
in its two manbers, (b) THE FIELD POLES HAVING INTERVENING SALIENT
POLE TEETH OF NEUTRAL POLARITY, (c) THE INTERIOR WINDING HAVING A
LARGE Mi'BER OF TUx^l^'S RELATIVELY TO THE ilXTERIOR WINDING, a com-
mutator, and (e) BRUSHES therefore SET AT A POINT IN WHICH THE
SPEED CURVES UNDER APPLIED ALTERITATING OR DIPJECT CURRENT OF DEFI-
NITE VOLTAGE APPROXIMATE COINCIDENCE.
CLAIM 9. A combined alternating .''.nd direct current motor provided
with a commutator and (a) DISTRIBUTED V/INDINGS TO PRODUCE COOPERA-
TIVE POLES IN ITS TWO MEldBERS
, fe) BRUSHES BEARING ON THE GOMIUTA-
TOR LOCATED AT A POINT WHERE THE SPEED CURVES UNDER DEFINITE
APPLIED ALTEPJTATING OR DIRECT CURRENT VOLTAGE APPROACH COINCIDENCE
(g) SAID BRUSHES SPAJJNING TvVO COMI'IUTj^.TOR BARS TO SHORT CIRCUIT A
COIL.
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CLAIM 10. 00111131116(1 alternating and direct G"arrent motor, (a)
PECVIDED YIITE A 3SAT0R HAVIHG A vVINDIlTG PRODUGIU:} DISl'RIBUTSD
POLES, (d) A ROTOR HAVING ITS GORE SLUi'3 LYING AT AIJ ANGLJi> I'u
TiUi SiiAFT, (o) Tiiii. J:iuxwR HAVING A LARGE inJIvIBER OP TURIJS RELATIVE-
LI TO THE 3TAT0R, a commutator, and (e) BRUSHES a;oplied thereto
SET AT A POINT OF APPROXIMTE COINCIDENCE OF MOTOR SPEED CURVES
UNDER APPLIED ALTERNATfflG OR DIRECT CURP-ENT OF THE SAlvIS VOLTAGE.
Claim 7 is the only one v/hich may "be applied to the motor
described herein. This claim combines features (c) and (e) in a
very general way, and it i s this claim which will he the center
of attacic by all manufacturers of universal motors of the salient
pole type. Feature (c) has been knovm. and ^.sed for many years
as is proven by the Hochhausen patent wherein it is covered by
Claims 1 and 2. It is very unfo rt^onate that this inventor did
not claim the ability of his motor to operate on either alterna-
ting or direct current. This would have added greatly to the
value of his patent although he states that the object of his
invention is to change the design of the direct current series
motor so that it may be operated on alternating current.
The extent to ¥/hich the ratio of turns on the armature and
field differs from standard direct current practice is also im-
portant. Burke and Hochhausen both use a ratio of approximately
E to 1. Most direct current motors shov/ a ratio of .8 to .9 and.
it can be shown that higher ratios are not prohibited in good
direct current design. Some designers consider 1.1 as the upper
limit. The motor herein described shows a ratio of-J|^" 1.125.
The other feature of this claim, that referring to the brush
displacement, does not specify the amount of displacement nor
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the extent to which the speed ci;.rves approach coincidence. iJ-ovf-
ever, jiurke states in the description of his motor that he hfxs
found a displacement of 55° to give the best results. The motor
herein described uses a displacement of 25*^ which might he resort-
ed to in a motor fcr operation on direct current only.
I therefore "believe that this motor should not he considered
an infringement on the Burke patent because of the differences
in design and because I do not believe the U.S. patent office
intended to give him a monopoly on the right to build a motor
which can be operated on either direct or alternating current.
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To all whom it may concern:
Be it known that I, William Hochhausen,
a citizen of the United States, and a resident
of Brooklyn, in the county of Kings and State
5 of New York, have invented a certain new and
usefnl Alternating -Current Motor, of which
the following is a specification.
My invention relates to alternating current
electric motors and is designed to simplify
lo the construction and increase the efficiency
of that type of motor which is provided with
a commutator and would, if run with a con-
tinuous current, have a constant torque in the
same direction.
15 The invention consists in certain improve-
ments in the methods of construction and the
details of the device as hereinafter more par-
ticularly described and then specified in the
-claims. It is well known in the art that an
20 electric motor having a commutator and con-
structed to have a continuous torque in the-
same direction in all positions of its arma-
ture may be run as an alternating current
electric motor provided connections are prop-
25 erly madeso thatthe currentsflowingthrough
the field and the armature shall alternate at
the sarne time. Thus, a continuous current
motor having an armature of the Gramme or
Siemens type rotating between two or more
30 poles will operate under the influence of al-
ternating currents because, although at each
alternation the poles of the armature may
change their sign, the poles of the field mag-
mets will also change thoir sign at the same
35 time, and. there will be a continuity of repul-
sion and attraction between the armature and
field in the same direction. It is a well recog-
nized fact that an ordinary continuous cur-
rent motor run upon an alternating current
40 circuit does not operate efficiently, the loss
of efficiency being ordinarily attributed in
greater part to hysteresis, but there is also a
loss in the operation of the motor due to the
fAct that the alternations of field and armatu re
45 magnetism will not take place at exactly the
same time owitig to the difference in retarda-
tion or lag of the field and armature. In the or-
dinary constructions of continuous current
motors this difference of lag or retardation is
50 very considerable the length of the field mag-
net being-much greater than the length of the
portion of magnetic circuit which in the arma-
ture requires to be reversed. There is also in
ordinary continuous current motors a very
considerable length of field magnet coil or a 55
large number of turns thereof which have an
effect tending to increase the retardation or
counter electro-motive force in the field mag-
net portion of the circuit. Hence, when the
motor is run on an alternating current cir- 60
euit, the alternations of field magnetism tend
to lag behind those of the armature. If the lag
were sufficient to cause the magnetism of the
field to be at its maximum while thecurrent in
the armature be at its minimum, it is obvious 65
that comparatively Jittle torque will result at
the times when such relation of magnetisrn ex-
ists, while, if the field magnetism be retarded
so that at its minimum the current shall flow
or tend to flow at maximum amount in the 70
armature, there will be a great loss owing to
the fact that with a minimum field the coun-
ter electro motive force of the motor will be
at its least and a current will tend to flow
through the armature in such degree as to 75
heat the same without, however, acting ef-
fectively owing to the weakness of the field
magnetism at this instant. Devices inde-
pendent of the motor consti'uction itself have
been proposed for avoiding this source of loss 80
by bringing the alternations of magnetism in
field and armature to coincidence and a great
deal of effort has been expended in reducing
other supposed losses in the operations of an
alternating curreut motor. The great and 85
important source of loss is, however, the want
of synchronism in the alternations of field
and armature, and my present invention con-
sists in elipinating this source of loss by so
constructing the field and the armature that 90
their natural times of reversal or inherent
magnetic lag or retardation shall be approxi-
mately, or as nearly as possible, the same.
To this end I decrease the length of the mag-
netic circuit of the field magnet as well as 95
the number of field coil turns and I increase
the size of the armature as much as practica-
ble with « given size of field magnet. By
these means I bring down the retardation or
lag of the field and increase thatof the arma- 100
ture, but while I do not reach the point where
absolute synchronism may be obtained, in
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ordinary constructions of electric motor, I ap-
proximate the same and get a largel j' i ncreased
efficiency.
In the accompanying drawings:—Figure 1,
5 is a side elevation of a machine embodying
the principles of ray invention as hereinbe-
fore set out as well as the other details of con-
struction hereinafter described and more par-
ticularly claimed. Fig. 2, is an end elevation
ID of the machine. Figs. 3 and 4, illustrate a
modification in the construction of the parts
which support the commutator brushes. Fig.
6, is a perspective view of the lubricating
brush or rubber detached from the machine.
15 A, indicates the field magnet which is made
up of A number of rather thin plates of iron
assembled together to produce the laminated
field magnet core which is required for alter-
nating current apparatus. As will be seen
20 the|;eneral form of this core is such as to give
a magnetic circuit-of the least length and the
space between the poles thereof is consider-
ably larger than in the usual constructions
of continuous current motors, thus allowing
25 space for an armature B, of large size.
A*, indicates the field magnet coils applied
as here indicated in two layers of turns only
and over a small portion of the field core A,
as shown at its middle part. The armature
30 B, is wonad as a Siemens armature and pref-
erably with a rather large uutaber of tui^s of
wire to give an increased counter electro-mo-
tive force while the small number of turns
A*, tend to decrease the counter electrp-mo-
35 tive force of the field magnet under the action
of the alternating current.
With an armature B, of the diameter of
approximately, say, two and three -fourths
inches, I find good results obtained by em-
40 ploying three hundred and ninetj'^ turns in
all of armature wire distributed into ten sec-
tions and made up of No. 24 wire.
In a machine proportioned as shown in the
drawings and having the diameter of the field
45 magnet on the line X, X, approximately five
and three-fourths inches, I find good effects
obtained by employing on the field at A", say
ninety-three turns of No. 17 wire. As will be
seen by electricians these proportions give a
50 decreased retardation or lag in <the field mag-
ndtandtead t« permit4h« alternations of field
magnetism at the poles thereof to approach
synchronism with the alternations of applied
•electro.- motive force. In the same way the
55 construction of thearraature tends to increase
its natural retardation or lag so as to cause
its altei'nations of magnetism to fall behind
those of the applied alternating electro-mo-
tive force and to approach therefore the re-
60 tarded phases of magnetism in the field.
While I have shown one form of motor in
which this construction or proportion of parts
is employed with the definite end in view of
causing the alternations to approach as nearly
65 as possible to coincidence or synchronism in
the armature and field, it is obvious that my
invention might be realized in other con-
structions by properly modifying the propor-
tions of field and armature, as hereinafter set
forth. 70
Having described the main feature of my
invention,! will proceed to describe other de-
tails of the construction of the motor herein
illustrated.
C, C, indicates a divided base plate or plate 75
made in two parts and from which the field '
magnet is supported. Rising from each plate
are two standards C^, one for each side or
leg of the field magnet A. The plates of the
latter are bolted together between the stand- 80
ards of one base plate and those of the op-
posite base plate C, as indicated, by bolts D,
which are, however, insulated from the field
magnet by insulation indie? ted at E. The
plate C, having the standards C^ form,—as 85
will be seen, two parts of a field magnet sup-
porting frame which is mounted upon a prop-
er pedestal F, being bolted to the latter as in-
dicated. Flanges or lugs extend from the
standards and through them pass set 90
screws adapted to bear against the field
magnet core and stay it in position or adjust
its pole slightly with relation to the armature.
The armature, whose shaft is indicated at
B*, is supported by an independent frame or 95
plate indicated at G, which latter terminates
at opposite sides of the field magnet in jour-
nal bearing posts, standards or extensions G*.
The armature supporting frame thus fur-
nished by the plate G, and its standards ex- 100
tends across beneath the field magnet A, over
the space between the two plates C,C and is
preferably bolted directly to the latter thus
staying the latter in position.
It will be seen that by this construction the 105
armature and its attached parts may be read-
ily removed from position between the poles
of the field magnet complete by simply de-
taching the plate or frame G, from the base.
The commutator of the machine may be of no
any desired construction. A simple form has
its brushes mounted upon a yoke H, of some
insulating material which is sleeved on the
armature shaft and carries lateral posts or
arms IP, parallel to the armature shaft and 115
upon which are mounted blocks IP, of some
conducting material which are split where
they embrace the posts and are provided with
set screws IP, as indicated, for tightening
them upon said posts. Passing through the 120
blocks IP, are springs or arms IP, of some
conducting material, which may be set in anj'
longitudinal position by means of screws IP.
The free ends of the arms or springs IP, ter-
minate in contact blocks of any desired ma- 125
terial adapted to bear on the commutator cyl-
inder. In the present instance these blocks
are shown as consisting of carbon blocks H'',
held in the springs IP, by simply crimping or
compressing the bent ends of said springs 130
upon the carbons.
In place of this construction of" ,01 mutator,
I sometimes employ the form illustrated in
Figs. 3 and 4 where each brush supporting
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arm is suowu as consisting of a plate bolted
to the yoke and extending radiajly therefrom
or in a direction at right angles to the arma-
ture shaft and provided with a lateral arm or
5 estep^ion H*, parallel to the armature shaft
from which in turn extends at right angles or
in a direction over the commutator another
arm H'", the terminal of which over the com-
mutator consisls of a perforated block H",
lo through which the block of carbon or other
conducting material H^'', may slide, being held
in contact with the commutator by means of
a spring H^^ which is attached to some part
of the arm.
IS The terminal binding posts of the machine
are indicated at N, Nl They are supported
respectively upon plates P, of some insu-
lating material and which are bolted pr se-
cured in any proper way to the standards
20 The binding posts N, are furnished with
proper attachments for making the connec-
tions with the field magnet and commutator,
and also have the usual fastening nuts R, by
which the two feed wires of the circuit' sup-
^5 plying the alternating currents may be at-
tached. As shown, the post or body of' one
binding post N, connocts to one terminal of
the field magnet A*, wliile the latter is con-
nected with one of the posts or arms support-
30 ing a commutator brush. The opposite com-
mutator brush connects as shown by a wire
leading to the opposite terminal post of the
machine N^, thus putting the field and arraa-
-^ture in series circuit with one another. The
35 connections may obviously, however, be made
to plates for any parallel circuits if desired.
The machine as thus connected up maybe
run with efiBciency from constant potential
mains of the usual voltage connected to the
40 terminal posts N,
At S, I have shown a lubricating rubber of
some absorbent material holding a lubricant
and sustained hy a suitable arm or support
in constant rubbing connection with the com-
45 mutator cylinder or collecting ring of the ma-
chine. As a rubber I prefer to employ a block
of felt or similar absorbent adapted to hold a
small amount of lubricant without allowing it
to flow freely over the surfaeex)f the cylinder.
50 This lubricating rubber or block I support in a
spring clip formed at on the end of an arm
which issuslairjed from thearmsIP,orsorae
other fixed part of the machine in proper po-
sition to hold the lubricating rubber in con-
55 tinuous contact with the commutator cylin-
der. If the block of absorbent material be"
moistened with a drop or two of ordinary lu-
bricating oil it will serve to furnish during
continuous running of the machine a suITi-
60 cient amount of lubricant to prevent the cut-
ting of the commutator blocks by the com-
mutator brushes of the machine.
While I have described the use of felt, I do
not limit myself to such material but might
65 use a lubricating rubber itself otherwise con-
structed, but preferably mounted in a sup-
port or arm by vrhich_it will be allowed to
rest in continuous connection with the com-
mutator and to supply, when it has oncebeen
moistened, the proper amount of lubricant. 7c
By this means I obviate the necessity of pe-
riodically applying an oil rag to the commu-
tator by hand which is a troublesome opera-
tion and must be very delicately done in or-
der not to apply too much oil to the cylinder. 75
The lubricating rubber described and shown
should have the oil applied, preferably^ at a
point some distance from the commutator
cylinder. The latter will be applied in suffi-
cient amount through the absorbent action of 80
the block whichby capillary action draws the
oil to the surface running upon the commu-
tator.
What I claim as my invention is
—
1. in an alternating current motor con- 85
strueted to have a constant torque in the
same direction, the combination, with a com-
mutator, of an armature constructed to have
in relation to the alternations of the applied
electro-motive force an increased lag or re- 90
tardation, and a field magnet constructed to
have in relation to the alternations of- the ap-
plied electro-motive force a decreased lag or
retardation, as and for the purpose described.
2. The herein described improvement in al- 95
ternating current motors having a constant
torque in the same direction, as described,
consisting in the combination of armature
and field cores of unequal mass and coils
therefor, respectively, of inversely unequal 100
mass of copper to cause an approximation be-
tween the alternations in the armature and
field.
3. The combination substantially as de-
scribed, of a field magnet core and supporting 105
frame mounted upon a suitable base, and an
armature' supporting frame mounted beneath
the field magnet but upon the supporting
frame for the latter and removable with the
armature in place withoutdisturbing the sup- 1 10
ports for the field magnet.
4. The combination substantially as de-
scribed, with afield magnet supporting plates
C, having the standards or uprights C^, of a
baseplate G, supported upon the plates C, 115
and terminating in journal bearing posts or
standards on which the armature of the ma-
chine is mounted.
5. The combination substantially as de-
scribed, with a field magnet core and thesup- 120
porting standards between which it is bolted,
of the set screws passing through lugs or
flanges extending rrom said standards, and
bearing against the core of the magnet as
and for the purpose described. 125
6. The combination substantially as de-
scribed, with the upriglits or standards sup-
portiiig the field magnet, of the two plates of
insulating material P, P^, bolted to the face
thereof and carrying the terminal posts of 130
the machine.
7. The combination substantially as de-
scribed, of the field magnet core, the base
plates or blopks C, having uprights C*, be-
4 610,
tween which the field magnet core is bolted,
and plates P, of insulating material at-
tached to said uprights or standards and car-
rying the main binding posts of the machine
to one of which the field magnet coil is directly
connected.
8. In a commutator, the combination sub-
stantially as described with the brush sup-
porting arms or .posts, of the springs H*, of
conducting material bent at their outer ends
to form clamps and fastened in blocks on the
ends of said arms, and brushes of carbon or
other conducting material upon which the
bent ends of the spring are crimped or com-
pressed.
9. The combination with the commutator
or collecting cylinder upon which the con-
ducting^brushes bear, of a lubricating rubber,
a spring clip for supporting the same, and a
1,601
clamp for securing said clip to the machine
in a position such that said rubber will bear
continuously upon the collecting cylinder.
10. The combination with the commutator
or collecting cylinder upon which the con-
ductor brushes bear, of a lubricating rubber
consisting of a block of felt, a clip for holding
the same, and a clamp carrying said clip and
secured to one of the brush-carrying arms in
a manner to cause said rubber to continu-
ously engage the collecting cylinder.
Signed at New York, in the county of New
York and State of New York, this l4th day
of July, A. D. 1891.
WILLIAM HOCHHAUSEN.
Witnesses:
Wm. H. Capel,
Thos. F. Conrey.
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To all whom it may concern
:
Be it known that I, J.\mes Br uKE. a citi-
zen of the United States, residing at Erie,
in the county of Erie and State of Pennsyl-
5 vania, have invented certain new and iisefid
Iniprovement.s in Univer.sal Motors, of
which the following is a full, clear, and ex-
act specification.
This invention relates to electric motors.
10 and more ])articidarly relates to an electric
motor which is adapted to be actuated by
j
either sin<;le phase alternatinjr currents or
direct currents, and to a method of varying
the speed and changing the direction of ro-
15 tation of the motor when supplied with
alternating current of the same voltage.
It has heretofore been propo.sed to em-
ploy series m<jtors of the direct current type
in connection with a single phase alternat-
20 ing current for generating power. How-
ever, such prior devices have not been suc-
cessful to any such degree as to render them
commercially satisfactory. Such prior mo-
tors may be grouped into two classes, the
25 first class embodying motors which, on ac-
count of inherent defects, such as' difficul-
ties in regulation, injurious sparking of the
brushes, excessive heating and low efficien-
cies, are of practically no commercial value
;
30 the second class comprising those motors
which necessitate additional parts, such as
high resistance leads in the armature wind-
ings, ccmplicated auxiliary windings in the
field, extra brushes or sets of brushes, and
,
S5 the like, render the cost of materials and of
a.ssembling the complete motor prohibitive
for general commercial use, and at best are
not well adapted for ordinary commercial
cimditions. Eurthermore, all such prior
40 motors, so far as I am aware, ai'e incapable
of yielding the same speed of rotation for
either a single phase alternating current or
a direct current under conditions of sub-
stantially the same impressed potential and
45 e(jual loads.
According to my invention, my motor is
capable of being actuated either by single
phase alternating current or by direct cur-
rent of the same applied voltage, and is
50 capable of giving the same speed under
either current. Thus, one of my motors
may be applied to any commercial alternat-
ing or direct current circuit without the use
of any accessory apparatus or any change
of adjustment l>y simply applying the alter- 55
nating or direct current voltage to its termi-
nals, and will in either case give the same
speed and high tonpie; my motor is capable
<if being operated at a high efficiency for
,
either character of current, and may be 60
readily rcguhited without auxiliary devices.
Furthermore, my motor is free from'all in-
jui-i( lis sparking of the brushes and all ex-
cessive heating and requires no additiorlal
j
parts, such as resistance leads, auxiliary 65
field windings, or extra brushes. The above
highlv advantageous residts attained by my
mot(ir, are .substantially independent of the
lumibcr of cycles of the single phase alter-
nating current. 70
A salient feature of my arrangement and
construction, which is of great utility, is
that under conditions of the same applied
potential and equal load, substantially the
same speed of rotation is attained when said 75
motor is supplied by a single phase alter-
nating current or by a diiect current, and at
substantially the maxinuim efficiency for
either character of current.
My preferred form of motor is provided 80
with distributed p( les in the stator, the
alternating poles being of opposite polarity,
and by avoiding pole projections. I obtain
a uniform air gap between the stator core
and the rotor core. In my motor the nnm- 8ft
ber of rotor turns are high relatively to the
stator turns, being, in fact, jireferably twice
the nimiber of stator turns; these turns are
connected by the commutator bai-s in con-
tinuous series as a distributed winding and 90
each brush spans two coinmutator bars, thus
short-circuiting a ]Mu-tion of the winding
under the brush and providing two paths
in parallel for the r()t(«' current; moreover,
the number of poles are not commensurable 95
with the number of slots carrying rotor
coils, there being, for example, twenty-two
rotor slots and six statoi' or field magnet
poles, thus providing a region in which the
flux through the rotor is not sharply de- 100
fined with reference to its coils; moreover, .
the field winding is distributed in a stator
having twenty-four slots, the stator coils be-
ing placed so that salient neutral core pro-
jections lie between con.secutive p>oles. These 105
structural features prevent the sharp varia-
tions of electromotive force which are
furtlwr reduced by the rotor slots lying at
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an angle to the axis of rotation and to the
plane of the field magnet poles. The aggre-
gate result of this structure is to permit an
unusually wide range of brush position with-
g out sparking.
My invention further provides for a defi-
nite brush position rendered possible by the
structure above referred to which not only
permits wide variation of speed with differ-
ent brush adjustments, but admits of a cer-
tain definite brush adjustment at which the
motor will run with large torque at the same
speed under api>lied alternating current or
direct current of the same voltage ; this is a
l^g
distinctively new feature in motor operation
and one of great industrial advantage as it
permits the same motor to be applied with-
out any change whatever (o commercial cir-
cuits whether alternating or direct with
20 equivalent results.
More specifically, the stator of my motor
embodies a plurality of coils disposed in
slots in a laminated field frame, the rotor
embodying a plurality of coils similarly
25 disposed in slots in the laminated rotor core,
said stator coils and said rotor coils being
connected in series by means of a commutat-
ing device and suitable brushes. The rotor
winding of my motor is series-wound, each
30 slot containing parts of two coils of many
turns each, the armature having two cir-
cuits from one brush to the other each be-
ing equal in number of turns to the stator
turns. The width of the brushes is such as
35 to inter-connect two bars of the commutator,
whereby each brusli short-circuits each coil
in succession.
Other features of my invention may be
more fully understood from the following
40 description and the accompanying draw-
ings, in which
—
Figure 1 is a view showing the stator and
frame^n central vertical section, the rotor,
commutator and brush elements being
45 shown in elevation ; Fig. 2 is a sectional
view on the line 2—2 of Fig. 1 ; and Fig.
3 is a diagrammatic development of the
stator winding and connections between the
same and the brushes and terminals of the
50 motor; Fig. 4 is a diagrammatic view of the
motor windings.
My invention is not limited to motors of
sijecific dimensions as a whole, or as regards
the, several parts, nor to materials and rela-
55 tive arrangements; the motor hereinafter
described embodies the several principles of
my invention in the best form which I have
thus far been able to design, but in pre-
senting these several features, I do not in-
60 tend thei-eby to limit the scope of my in-
vention.
As shown in the df^-wings, the rotor 1
comprises a laminated core 2 of magnetic
material, said core being fixedly mounted
66 on a shaft 3, the commutator being shown
at 4. The laminsc of core 2 are provided
with openings at or near their periphery to
form slots, which, in the present instance,
are twenty-two in number, and in which are
mounted the insulated conductors 5, con- 73
stituting the coils of the armature winding.
Each slot contains windirtgs of two coils,
the windings of one coil at the end of said
slot passing in one direction and the wind-
ings of the second coil at the ends of said 75
slot passing in the opposite dii'ection as is
clearly shown in Fig. 4. In the present in-
stance, one coil passes from the first slot to
the fourth slot, and the second coil passes
an equal number of slots in the opposite di- go
rection, namely, from the first slot to the
twentieth slot, and so on around the core;
thus completing the arrangement of arma-
ture windings to be connected to form a
series-wound armature. The winding dia- 85
gram of the rotor is clearly illustrated in
Fig. 4, which show s also the circuit relations
of the rotor and stator.
As shown in Fig. 1, the slots in the arma-
ture core are disj)osed at a suitable angle to 90
the axis of the armature core, which angle
in the instance cited, is sufficient to bridge
one stator tooth. This slant in the rotor
core slots in relation to the field gives such
uniform relationship as to assist in per- 95
mitting a large range of flexibilitv in brush
l)osition without injurious sparking because
of the gradual entrance of the rotor teeth
into the fields of the stator, and thus assists
in securing uniform action with either di- loo
rect or alternating currents.
It is apparent that the core teeth will
have an. oblique approach to any of the field
poles, and thereby less sudden reactions of
the rotor and stator fluxes will result, pre- 105
venting steep peaks of E. M. F. and there-
fore widening the area of brush adjiistment
witliout the production of excessive spark-
ing or heating at the comnnitator.
In the specific motor illustrated, the 110
stator 6 comprises a laminated frame 7 of
magnetic material of uniform inner diam-
eter, the core being built up of thin plates
or lamina; properly assembled, said plates
being provided with openings at or near 115
their inner periphery to form slots, which,
in the present instance, are twenty-four in
number. The insulated windings of the
stator are mounted in said stator slots, as
indicated in Fig. 3, to form two groups, 120
each group comprising three pairs of series-
connected coils, the coils being represented
by the heavier lines. Taking any pair of
coils, the windings of one coil, having a
sufficient number of turns, may be placed in 125
a first slot and a third slot, the windings of
th^ other coil of the pair being placed in a
second slot and a fourth slot. The connec-
tions (indicated by lighter lines) between
the several pairs of coils in both groups is 130
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such as to give rise to alternate poles of
reverse polarity, that is, in the present in-
stance, a series of three form a north and
three form A south pole and a stator tooth
5 af neutral polarity will lie between said
north and south poles. As will' be evident
from Figs. 2 and 3, the motor shown in the
drawing^lias six field poles spaced at equal
angles and produced by six groups of coils;
IQ as the /stator has twenty-four teeth there
wilLbe six poles of three teeth each and six
neutral teeth in which latter a weak dis-
tributed polar region will exist. Current is
led to the commutator by two brushes 180°
15 apart. Assuming a certain direction of cur-
rent supply, the arrows indicate the path of
the current. One teiminal of each group
of stator coils is brought out and connected
to one terminal of the motor; in the present
20 instance, the terminal 10 may be connected
to one supply main, the terminal 11 being
connected to the other supply nmin. The
other terminals 12 and 14 are brought out
and connected to the two brushes respec-
26 tively to give a proper series connection of
rotor and field windings.
I have found that the relationship of the
number of armature turns to the number of
stator turns is of great importance in at-
30 taining the objects of my invention, and
that the armature turns should largely ex-
ceed the stator turns, and in my preferred
form the armature turns are approximately
twice the stator turns.
85 In the form of motor as described, and
with tile brushes placed in the neutral po-
sition, the speed of the motor when supplied
with direct current is very largely in excess
of the speed when alternating current is sup-
40 plied of substantially the same voltage. If,
however, the brushes be shifted backward as
regards direction of rotation, the speed with
direct current increases only slightly, and
the speed with alternating current increases
46 a comparatively large amount. Further
backward shifting of the brushes similarly
causes comparatively slight increase in speed
with use of direct current, and a compara-
tively large amount with use of alternating
50 current, until at a certain angle of retarda-
tion the speed will be sub.stantially the
same with either form of current with the
same torque. In the form of motor particu-
larly described above, the brush position,
55 when substantially the same speed is ob-
tained with either form of current, is at an
angle of retardation of approximately fifty-
five electrical degrees back of the neutral
brush position, and substantially maximum
60 efficiency is obtained in either case. In any
of these brush positions, no injurious spark-
ing occurs, and with proper position, as
above explained, the motor may be used as
a universal motor, the brushes being fixed
65 at that point giving the same speed with
either direct or alternating current of sub-
;!^tantialh' the same voltage and with the.
same torque. The speed and the efficiency
is also substantially independent of the fre- ° •
quency of the alternating current. If de- jq
sired, the brushes may be initially set in
this position when the motor will run at the
same speed on commercial circuits carrying
either alternating or direct current. With
this form of motor, it will be seen that when 75
used as an alternating current motor, the
speed may be controlled as desired by merely
shifting the brushes to a position corre-
sponding with the desired speed, and that I
thus secure a variable speed alternating cur-
rent motor without the necessity of any aux-
iliary apparatu.s. At the usual position of
highest speed and power of the motor when
alternating current is used, a further back-
ward movement results in a reduction of 35
speed with an increase of cuiTent until at a
brush position of ninety electrical degrees
from the mechanical neutral point, the
armature would be at rest, but with a very
large current flowing and the motor would 99
form practically a short circuit upon the
line vvfliich would of course damage the mo-
tor. If, however, the brushes are moved
from the position of highest speed and work
in thf, same direction of rotation as the mo- 95
tor, the speed is reduced and the current
consumption is also reduced, so that at a
position of ninety electrical degrees in the
forwtird direction from the mechanical neu-
tral the motor comes to rest and an ex- iqq
tremely small current flows through the mo-
tor due to the combining of the armature
and stator field to present maximum self-
induction. Still further movement of the
brushes in the same direction results in the 105
reversal of direction of rotation of the mo-
tor, so that continuing the movement of the
brushes in the same direction now becomes
a backward movement with reference to the
rotation of the motor. If the direction of no
the brush movement be now continued in
the same direction as before, but against the
reverse movement of the motor, the speed
will gradually increase imtil a position is
reached where the speed and power become 115
the same as at the original starting position'
referred to, but with the direction of rota-
tion of the motor reversed. It will thus be
understood that with the form of motor
above described, the same is capable of ex- 120
treme variations in speed in both directions
when an alternating'current is used and that
the reversal of rotation is obtainable by
merely shifting the brushes without the ne-
cessity of opening the motor circuit and 135
without abnormal current flow or damage
to the motor. In general, the complete re-
versal from any speed and power in one di-
rection to the same speed and power with
the motor-reversed is- accomplished by mov- 330
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ing the brushes through the sum of one hun-
dred and eighty degrees plus twice the angle
of retardation.
It is important in this form of motor that
5 all parts be rigidly supported and ample
ventilation be obtained. I provide for this
purpose a casing 20, which is of rectangular
form, as more clearly shown in Fig. 2, and
which envelops th» circular exterior of the
10 stator frame. The casing 20 is provided
with large openings for securing ventilation,
and engages the exterior of the stator frame
only on four lines of contact, the lammee of
tixe stator being fixed" to the casing by two
15 screws 24. I mount the two brushes 15 on
an annular ring 21, which is rotatably
mounted on the stub 22 of the removable end
frame 23. A handle 25. fixed to the ring 21
,
is provided for shifting the ring as desired
20 and two stops 26 are located on the end
frame 23 spaced apart an angular amount
equal to 360 electrical degrees less the sum
of 180 electrical degrees plus twice the pre-
determined angle of retardation for pre-
25 venting an operator from rotating the
brushes through a position on which would
cause the motor to be damaged.
It will be understood that although I
have shown and described a specific embodi-
30 ment of my invention, yet my invention may
be embodied in other forms of construction,
and have other relationships than those par-
ticularly described.
Having thus described my invention, I
35 declare that what I claim as new and desire
to secure by Letters Patent, is:
1. In a commutator type of electric motor,
the combination of a toothed stator having
a winding producing distributed poles with
40 intervening polar teeth of neutral polarity,
and an armature connected in series with
the winding of the stator and having a much
greater number of turns, the anrfature wind-
ings being inclined to the armature axis, a
45 commutator, and brushes displaced a large
amount back of the neutral position to a
point where the speed cui'ves under ap
alternating or direct current ,of the same
voltage approach coincidence, whereby the
50 motor may be operated efficiently under
alternating or direct current of the same
voltage.
2. In an electric motor for alternating or
direct current, the combination of a toothed
55 stator having a winding producing distrib-
uted poles with intervening neutral pole
teeth, an armature, the armature and stator
slots having an incommensurable relation,
a commutator, and brushes bridging more
60 than one commutator bar, said brushes be-
ing displaced a large amount back of the
neutral position to point where the speed
curves under applied alternating or .direct
current of the same voltage approach coin i
cidence, for securing approximately the 65
same speed and torque under said alternat-
ing or direct current.
3. In an electric motor, the combination
of a stationary field magnet having wind-
ings, an armature carrying a winding, a 70
commutator, the field and armature wind-
ings being connected in series relation, the
field poles having intervening pole teeth of
low magnetization, and brushes displaced
back of the neutral position to a point where 75
the speed curves under applied alternating
or direct current of the same voltage ap-
proach coincidence, whereby approximately
the same torque and speed are maintained
under either of said currents. 80
4. In an electric motor, the combination
of a stator having distributed windings, a
commutator, a series wound armature hav-
ing the conductors inclined with respect to
the annature axis, the number of armature 85
turns being largely in excess of the number
of stator turns, the field slots being incom-
mensurable with the armature slots, and
brushes located back of the neutral position
by an amount determined by approximate 9u
coincidence of the speed curves under alter-
nating or direct current of the same voltage,
whereby , approximately the same speed ana
torque are maintained with either current.
5. In an alternating current motor, the 95
combination of a stator having distributed
windings, a toothed armature having its
windings connected, in series with the stator
winding, a commutator, the number of ar-
mature turns being largely in excess of stator lOO
turns, and two brushes each bridging more
than one commutator bar adjusted to a line
of commutation where the speed curves un-
der alternating or direct current of the same
voltage approach coincidence, whereby ap- 105
proximately the same speed and torque are
maintained under either current.
6. A combined alternating and direct cur-
rent motor, provided with distributed wind-
ings t roduce cooperative poles in the two no
members, the field poles having intervening
polar projections of low magnetizatibn, said
motor having its brushes located at a poiiit
rearward of the neutral point for direct cur-
rent by an amount determined by approxi- ii5
mate coincidence of the speed curves under
the same alternating or direct current volt-
age applied to the motor terminals.
7. A combined alternating and direct cur-
rent motor, provided with a winding on each 120
ol its two members, the interior winding
havinfr n large number of turns relatively to
the exiei ior winding, a commutator provided
with brushes set in a position where the
speed curves under a definite alternating 126
and direct current voltage applied to the
motor terminals are in approximate coinci^
dence.
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8. A combined alternating and direct cur-
rent motor, provided with a commutator
and windings to produce cooperative poles
in its two members, the field poles having
5 intervening salient pole teeth of neutral po-
larity, the interior winding having a large
number of turns relatively to the exterior
winding, a commutator, and brushes there-
for set at a point in which the speed curves
10 under applied alternating or direct current
of definite voltage approximate coincidence.
9. A combined alternating and direct cur-
rent motor, provided with a commutator
and distributed windings to produce cooper-
15 ative poles on its two members, brushes bear-
ing on the commutator located at a point'
where the speed curves under definite ap-
plied alternating or direct current voltage
approach coincidence, said brushes spanning
two commutator bars to short circuit a coil. 20
10. A "combined alternating and direct
current motor, provided with a stator hav-
ing a winding producing distributed poles,
a rotor having its core slots lying at an
angle to the shaft, the rotor having a large 25
number of turns i-elativelj' to the stator, a
connnutator, and brushes applied thereto
set at a point of approximate coincidence of
the motor speed curves under applied alter-
nating or direct current of the same voltage. 30
In testimony whereof I affix my signature,
in pi'esence of two witnesses.
JAMES BURKE.
Witaiesses
:
L. K. Sager,
Geo. N. ICerk.
Copies of thli patent may be obtained for five cents each, by addressing the " Commissioner of PbteQt;,
Washington, S. C."
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